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Common Ground



Miriam “Mim” Hyman was a gifted artist.  She was killed in 
the “7/7” London bombings on 7th July, 2005 at the age of 32.



Miriam loved doing arts and crafts in many different media and she
had a strong sense of colour and form.



After Mim was killed in the London bombings, 
this collection of her artwork was published in the book, 

Mimento: Paintings and Pastels by Miriam Hyman.



Introduction to Pipili Appliqué 



The Miriam Hyman Children's Eye Care Centre 
(MHCECC) is Miriam’s memorial in India.

It is in the L V Prasad Eye Institute.



It is in Odisha, one of 28 Indian states.
Its name was officially changed from “Orissa” in 2012.



The MHCECC is in Bhubaneswar, the 
capital city of the state of Odisha.



Pipili is a small town approximately 25 
kilometres south of Bhubaneswar.



History of Pipili Appliqué



Appliqué (from the French word, “to apply”) is the craft of sewing or sticking 
pieces of fabric onto larger pieces to form a picture or pattern.  The appliqué 

of Pipili is the most famous of the many crafts that Odisha is known for.



Traditionally, Pipili appliqué was used to make ritual canopies and parasols 
linked with the annual Rath Yatra festival that celebrates local Odissi god, Lord 
Jagannath.  The chariots are still decorated with appliqué during the festival.



The materials used in traditional Pipili appliqué were natural fabrics like silk, 
suede and cotton.  The colours were influenced by the natural dyes that were 

available.  The main colours were white, black, red, yellow and green.  
Women used geometrical shapes – especially circles, triangles, zigzags, wavy 
lines and variations on them – to design harmonious patterns and pictures.  
Appliqué used to be stitched by hand and pieces could take teams of men 

many months, if not years, to complete.



Pipili Appliqué Today



The production processes used to make Pipili appliqué have developed 
alongside modern technology.  The fabrics and colours are no longer limited 
by the natural dyes in the area, the patterns and pictures have become more 

complex and the sewing machine has replaced hand stitching.  



The uses for Pipili appliqué have also developed to include many items, the 
most popular of which is the Pipili lantern.



The population of Pipili is around 15,000 and around 80% of its inhabitants 
depend on income generated by the production of appliqué items, especially 

lanterns.



Pipili lanterns can be a variety of shapes and sizes, but they are all made of 
fabric appliqué and use bright colours to form decorative geometrical 

patterns and pictures.



Sometimes other materials are stitched in for extra decoration, for example 
small round mirrors.



Pipili lanterns are used to decorate homes, public buildings and event venues 
all over Odisha.  They have come to represent a part of Odisha’s cultural 

identity and are universally recognisable.  They are marketed globally and can 
be found decorating places all over the world.



Conclusion

Pipili appliqué is the most famous Odisha craft.  It 
has a long history rooted in ritual and has 
developed into a common and popular item in 
the form of the Pipili lantern.  The distinctive, 
decorative features of Pipili lanterns make them 
instantly recognisable.

Odisha is the home of the Miriam Hyman 
Children’s Eye Care Centre.  What crafts are 
practised where you live?



In this module you will:

• Analyse features of Pipili lanterns

• Think about materials available to you

• Design and make an object inspired by Pipili lanterns 
in a group

• Think about arts and crafts that are practised where 
you live
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Art Brief
Students work in groups to design, problem-solve
and make a 3D structure based on / influenced by
Pipili lanterns, with only the given materials. The
groups must in some way incorporate the colourful
strips that they have prepared on the theme,
Different Backgrounds, Common Ground.


